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Abstract: The freetext algorithm a PC program that eliminates sicknesses and reasons for death from 

electronic wellbeing records. Electronic wellbeing records are significant in clinical exploration as most 

information is put away as free text instead of encoded. The objective is to foster a robotized framework for 

separating coded information from arbitrary text to electronic medical services records.Electronic wellbeing 

records are a significant wellspring of data for clinical exploration, however a large part of the data is put away 

as unstructured free text instead of in an organized manner. Exploration to date has transcendently utilized the 

coded information, which are promptly accessible for examination, however the free text might contain 

significant extra data pertinent to concentrate on results, attendant infections, methods, intercessions, or test 

results in observational studies 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The General Practice Research Database (GPRD)[12] is an immense assortment of essential consideration 

records. An important wellspring of clinical information for epidemiological and medicine security review Is 

data about broad expert conferences, analysis, activities, test results, solutions, and references. a technique for 

recovering clinical information from the unstructured language in automated patient records We started by 

zeroing in on the reason for death while fostering the calculation, and have started to extend it to break down 

texts connected with different kinds of clinical occasions. 
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  PC programs have been made to assemble different sorts of information from free text[1], like Smoking status, 

angina or cardiovascular breakdown finding, family ancestry, and personal satisfaction evaluations are 

variables to consider. The Hospital utilizes the MedLEE normal language handling framework to encode 

release rundowns utilizing ICD-10 numbers. The MetaMap apparatus from the National Library of Medicine 

is habitually utilized for information mining and ordering of organic material. Notwithstanding expanded 

research interest lately, hardly any frameworks have been embraced external the lab where they were created. 

The General Practice Research Database (GPRD) in the United Kingdom is an immense data set of essential 

consideration records that fills in as a significant wellspring of clinical information for the study of disease 

transmission and drug wellbeing research. It incorporates data from general specialists (GPs) in England, 

Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland on interviews, analysis, intercessions, test discoveries, remedies, and 

references. GPs utilize organized clinical phrasing to code analysis.  

SNOMED-CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms) [3]will be presented before very 

long, supplanting the 'Read' clinical phrasing. Extra data is composed by the GP or recovered through medical 

clinic letters and embedded in free text close to the coded records. The dose directions for remedies are as free 

text, and for research purposes, PC programming is utilized to remove mathematical qualities and portion units. 

Different types of free text passages in the GPRD, for example, history and assessment discoveries and medical 

clinic release rundowns, require manual survey assuming they are to be utilized in research. A computerized 

way to deal with investigating them would impressively help the usage of these texts in clinical exploration. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY  

 

Carlos Martine oversaw the initial development of the Free Text Matching Algorithm, which was supported by 

the GPRD Division of the Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency. We appreciate Stephan 

Rietbrock's assistance in collecting free text entries for the initial development of the application. The GPRD 

group has agreed to make the source code accessible for free under an open-source license. The Welcome Trust 

and the National Institute of Health Study funded the research that led to these findings through the project 

Cardiovascular disease research using Linked Bespoke studies and Electronic Records. This research was 

funded in part by the European Community's IST Program. A Welcome Trust Clinical Research Training 

Fellowship supports Anop Shah. The funders had no association with the review plan, information assortment, 

examination, distribution choice, or original copy arrangement. 
 

Tate AR, Martin AGR, Ali A, Cassell JA suggest in this paper ‘ Primary care databases provide a unique 

resource for health care research , but most researchers currently use only the Read codes for their studies, 

ignoring information in the free text, which is harder to access’ Using free text information to explore how and 

when GPs code a diagnosis of ovarian cancer: an observational        study using primary care records of patients 

with ovarian cancer.’ 

 

The Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD) is a real-world research service that helps researchers conduct 

retrospective and prospective public health and clinical investigations. The Medicines and Healthcare Products 

Regulatory Agency and the National Institute for Health and Care Research, both part of the Department of 

Health and Social Care, are jointly sponsoring CPRD. Anonymized patient data is collected by CPRD from a 

network of GP clinics. To create a longitudinal, representative UK population health dataset, primary care data 

is connected to a variety of other health-related data. The data covers 60 million patients, with 16 million of 

them currently registered. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

 

To decide the reason for death, specialists analyzed the electronic patient information in GPRD [6] of an 

arbitrary example of 3310 people who passed on in 2001. To plan analysis in the text to the Read Clinical 

Terminology, scientists made the Free text Matching Algorithm (FMA). Conclusions, dates, and chosen test 

results are distinguished utilizing query tables containing equivalents and word designs.  

  The result was contrasted with the result of the US National Library of Medicine's MetaMaps program and 

the best quality level of manual survey on two arbitrary examples of free text from GPRD (1000 texts related 

with death in 2001, and 1000 general texts from cases and controls in a coronary corridor illness study). 

 

Development of FREE TEXT Matching Algorithm 

 

The 'Free text Matching Algorithm' (FMA)[8] is PC programming that concentrates analysis, dates, lengths, 

lab results, and chooses assessment discoveries (circulatory strain and pulse) from unstructured extra energy 

text. The application utilizes physically fabricated query information bases containing expressions and 

equivalent words.It deciphers clear printed semantic data and to track down an appropriate  match, read terms 

(for instance, invalidation). 

 

An arbitrary example of 3310 fatalities in the GPRD was by and by assessed through coded and free text 

information. In 2001 made the primary variant of a PC program to remove demise causes from these 

records.The usefulness was then extended to incorporate different kinds of free text. Each improvement cycle, 

an irregular example of a few hundred free text things from the GPRD was analyzed.To keep away from the 

missteps distinguished on the latest run, concentrate on the outcomes and make changes to the application or 

query tables. To make the exploring system more straightforward, I made a model application in Visual Basic 

and a UI in Microsoft Access 
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         Figure 1 :  Dialog box for reviewing results of freetext matching algorithm. 

 

Clinical Terminology 

 

 The strategy was made essentially to change over analyze found in free message to phrasing found in the 

Read Clinical Terminology, which is involved by all essential consideration suppliers in the Read words were 

made in light of GPs[4], and remember equivalents as well as varieties for how specialists might depict normal 

sicknesses. 

 

  Other than analysis, the Read wording contains codes for history, assessment discoveries, medicines, and 

experimental outcomes. 

OXMIS (Oxford Medical Information System) and Read terms are both remembered for the FMA. OXMIS 

was an organization that recently involved phrasing in everyday utilization; GPRD started involving PC 

frameworks in 1987. During the 1990s, at different times, the Read word reference was supplanted. Despite 

the fact that OXMIS ideas have been planned to Read terms, they may not precisely address the text, 

subsequently FMA is suggested. In the event that an OXMIS word addresses the text better than any suitable 

Read term, it tends to be yield. For instance, among the Read expressions in GPRD[9], the nearest match to 

the OXMIS expression 'CYSTOCELE' will be 'Cystocele without uterine prolapse' (K510000). On the off 

chance that important, OXMIS terms in the result can be effortlessly switched over completely to Read terms. 

Utilized a semi-computerized method to normalize the language of Read words by supplanting truncations 

like 'a/n' (antenatal) with the full word and erasing phrases like 'NEC' (not somewhere else characterized) from 

clinical material. We additionally utilized a table. ways of characterizing each word in a sentence Use terms 
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like positive, negative, discretionary, or unimportant to characterize the idea.  

 

 

  Which words from a Read expression should show up in the text for the term to be matched by a 

determination of 42,931 Read or OXMIS things from the aggregate[11]. As of December 2003, the fact that 

the calculation could make there 104,802 records in GPRD match to the free text. The calculation encoded 

clinical conclusions; likewise consolidated a rundown of side effects and catchphrases, overlooked terms in 

regards to organization, methods, and broad classifications of reasons for death from search illness, 

additionally disposed of terms that contained in excess of 5 non-unimportant words since they were 

excessively lengthy and complex to coordinate and were inconsistently utilized. The strategy was made to 

simplify it to add new codes, which could be advantageous for coding arising illnesses before they are 

perceived by laid out coding vocabularies. Produced the expressions 'As of late in emergency clinic' and 

'Rhabdomyolysis' to grandstand this idea since they are excluded from Read or OXMIS but rather can pass on 

restoratively important data that might be available in free text. 

 

Context Attributes 

 

 It's basic to have the option to let know if a text says a demonstrative is negative, but since of the numerous 

ways invalidation can be conveyed in English, it's hard to do so dependably. concocted a progression of rules 

for recognizing refutation and different settings that might apply to terms in the text (e.g., whether a 

determination relates to a past clinical history or a relative).These standards are communicated in a table of 

expression designs, and a second arrangement of rules written in Visual Basic can stretch out characteristics 

to encompassing terms.  

 

Ascribes are likewise used to recognize quantitative discoveries. Rules are likewise used to distinguish words 

that could be names, which are given the 'anonymized' property to have the calculation overlook them.FMA 

produces a rundown of significant worth property matches as its result. Understand terms, dates, and research 

center discoveries all have various arrangements of substantial traits, and any term or esteem can have one. 

Affirmation date, last feminine period date, and past analysis date are instances of date properties.  

With a clear characteristic and no related date, Read/OXMIS phrases are considered to compare to the patient's 

current or past finding. Without a characteristic, other result information types are erroneous. 

 

 

 Implementation of Algorithm  

 

After deleting computer-generated semi-structured sentences, the text is transformed to lowercase and 

broken into individual words. The program recognizes dates, numbers, and words, and looks them up in 

medical and non-medical dictionaries.  

 

  All words found in Read dictionary terms are included in the 'medical' words list. The 'non-medical' words 

were chosen from the public domain '2of4brif' list of British English words. If a word does not match any 

entry in the dictionaries, it is believed to be misspelled, and the computer attempts to repair the spelling by 

inserting or changing a letter to match it to a dictionary word. Any leftover words (which could be names) are 

not taken into account.  
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  The computer assigns Read terms qualities based on its attempts to match sequences of up to five words. 

If a text phrase does not perfectly match a Read term, the synonym table is used to replace parts of the phrase 

with other words and phrases. Some words are omitted if they do not communicate clinical information, and 

the order of the words is irrelevant as long as they have the same true/false status. If the terms 'right' and 'left' 

do not appear in the Read/OXMIS phrase, they can be ignored. 'Read score' is a function that grades the 

similarity of a text phrase and a Read word, with a minimal threshold for a satisfactory match. For each 

ignorable or bad word that is not matched, as well as the use of synonyms rather than identical words, points 

are subtracted from the read score. For each text phrase, the algorithm attempts a number of alternative 

matches before selecting the one with the greatest read score. 

 

Each free text passage in GPRD has a Read word associated with it, which might be influential for the text's 

understanding. FMA permits you to specifically apply portions of the query table and other matching measures 

in view of the normal data in the free text. Assuming that the Read expression connotes demise, the free text 

is probably going to contain the explanation of death, in this manner the program peruses terms like '1a' or '1b' 

prior to diagnosing as the reason for death class when in 'death' mode. In 'pregnant' mode, parts with a 

denominator of 40 can likewise be utilized. 

    Table 1 : System Analysis 

Analysis mode Read term trigger Specific features 

 

Death Read term for death Remove date of death and demise 
authentication classes. Test results are not 
removed. 

Pregnan

cy 

Read term for pregnancy or 
text stating ‘preg- nant’ 

Term in weeks is deciphered as gestational 

age 

Labtest Read term for test type A numerical value or ‘normal’, ‘abnormal’ 
(depending on the test type) can be 
interpreted as the test result 

Normal Read term for certain 
investigations (e.g. chest 
radiograph) 

The words ‘normal’ or ‘abnormal’ can be 

interpreted as the result 

Date Read term starting date The text is expected to contain a single date 

Sicknot

e 

Read term stating ‘MED3’ 
(sickness certificate) or 
similar 

Dates are regarded as sick certificate start 

and end dates 

Standar

d 

Read term not in one of the 

above categories 

Standard analysis 

 

Problem Identified 

 

Albeit the calculation offers the benefits of straightforwardness and adaptability, it has critical imperfections 

that will be tended to in future turn of events. The framework periodically appoints codes to clinical occasions 

that didn't happen, or neglects to encode clinical occasions that did happen and are demonstrated in the text. 

Free text passages in the GPRD regularly contain spelling blunders, truncations, or complex comments 

concerning clinical issues that might relate to the ongoing patient, bringing about mistakes. 
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  Since the calculation is mindful and tries not to apportion a code in the event that the text is vague, review 

is more awful than accuracy. Texts related with death performed better compared to a general example, 

attributable to the way that texts related with death typically are determined to have minor unnecessary data. 

Another requirement is that we exclusively utilize free text things from the GPRD to make and test our 

framework. It will take more exploration and testing to guarantee that it works with free text from different 

types of electronic wellbeing records (for example clinic notes). 

   Our program is just written in UK English; for different dialects, the query tables and a few elements of 

the program would need to be changed. 

The way that a similar individual (ADS) constructed the product and analyzed the scientific outcomes is a 

downside of our test approach. Moreover, instead of announcing accuracy and review independently for 

specific elements or determinations, we totaled them over the entire test set. The calculation's exactness is 

probably going to change by finding, and we've found that it contrasts relying upon the free text source. 

 

  Since it is written in a deciphered language, the current execution of our program squanders PC handling 

power (Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0). It can examine 2500 words each moment on a solitary center personal 

computer (2.66GHz Intel Celeron, 512MB RAM), which is equivalent to MedLEE (8 seconds for every release 

outline on a Sun Blade server with twin 2.1GHz processors). In spite of the fact that our application is capable 

for breaking down two or three thousand texts for specific investigations, we need to speed it up by changing 

it over completely to a gathered language like C/C++ so it could be used at the mark of information section or 

to dissect a large number of records for study. 

 

Proposed methodology 

 

  We want to rewrite the software in a quicker programming language and get rid of the proprietary software 

dependency.We feel that employing an open source collaborative method to promote this project will be most 

productive, both for development and to reduce deployment costs, hence we have released our existing code 

under the GNU General Public License Version 3[10]. 

Our approach could be used to extract information from investigation reports (for example, coronary 

angiograms) or to encode treatment operations. We may look into using portions of the Unified Medical 

Language System (UMLS) to detect a wider variety of diagnostic word synonyms. MedLEE  and other natural 

language processing initiatives use the UMLS, a vast medical thesaurus maintained by the United States 

National Library of Medicine. However, because it is such a massive database, it may greatly increase the size 

of our software, therefore its integration will need to be carefully studied. 

 

4. IMPLEMENTATION  

 

In 2001, the FMA was tested on a 'General test set' comprising randomly selected previously anonymized 

free text records from a study on coronary artery disease, as well as on a random sample of texts related with 

Read words for death or suicide. None of these texts had been read during the development of the program. 

Investigated the viability of extracting cause of death information from GPRD using automated approaches 

using FMA and an algorithm for choosing the underlying cause of death.  

 Selected a random sample of patients for this study[7].  The tests were designed to determine the recall 

(sensitivity) and precision (positive predictive value) of Read term detection for diagnoses, other Read terms, 

dates, durations, and test outcomes. The first author (ADS, a practicing doctor) reviewed the algorithm output, 

which was regarded as the gold standard. This process was made easier with the help of a custom Microsoft 

Access interface.  
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Because this is how the information is shown on GPs' computers, the Read or OXMIS word was applied to 

the free text for testing purposes. This indicates that the application will typically recognize the original 

Read/OXMIS word. The output did not include this term. In the output, duplicate Read terms were ignored, 

as were those with attributes for suspected conditions or family history. A Read term with no precise attribute 

was assumed to indicate a current or previous incident that occurred to the patient.  

 

When evaluating the accuracy of matches, we used the standard that only definite diagnoses or occurrences 

that were relevant to the current patient should be classified. False positives were defined as dates, durations, 

and test results with an inaccurate attribute, whereas false negatives were defined as those that were not 

discovered.  

 

Cause of death recording in the GPRD in 2001  

 

The Medical Certificate of Cause of Death (MCCD) is a globally normalized report that a specialist or 

coroner finishes up to record the reason for death of an individual. Part I of the MCCD has three classifications 

(Ia, Ib, and Ic) for a grouping of up to three clinical issues that lead to mortality (for instance, Ia Aspiration 

pneumonia, Ib Stroke, and Ic Atrial fibrillation). Part II can make reference to other clinical issues that add to 

a ridiculous degree yet don't straightforwardly cause it. Starting around 2000, public mortality measurements 

have been gathered by arranging every ailment on the MCCD as indicated by the International Classification 

of Diseases, tenth Edition (ICD-10) and choosing a solitary hidden reason for death utilizing the ICD-10 

determination rules. Assuming the MCCD has been accurately finished up, the most minimal lettered section 

in Part I is typically the basic reason for death. 

 

  In an irregular example of 3310 patients from the GPRD[9] who kicked the bucket in 2001, we investigated 

how the reason for death was recorded. GPs can enter the reason for death either in an organized information 

region for MCCD conclusion, as a Read expression on the date of death, or in the free text. We utilized FMA 

to extricate analyze as Read terms from the free text passages related with Read expressions for death.  

 

  We changed all of the (first and recently changed over) Read terms to ICD-10, then utilized the 'because of 

death calculation' to decide the hidden reason: This was picked as the reason for death assuming only one 

reason for death was recorded. Analyze were removed from the accompanying sources in diminishing request 

of need on the off chance that there were a few sections: MCCD structure, free text expressing MCCD classes 

or because of death,' then, at that point, Read expressions for analyze on or after the date of death, then other 

free text connecting with Read expressions for death. Assuming a solitary conclusion was found, that was 

assigned as the hidden reason for death. The most reduced lettered passage in Part I was picked if the MCCD 

classificationswere shown (either in the organized region or in the free 

text). The calculation showed that manual audit was essential in the leftover circumstances. 

 

  We painstakingly examined each record to decide the reason for death (Read terms as long as 90 days 

preceding demise, as well as free text associated with Read expressions for death). We attempted to decide 

the explanation of death in view of Read terms before the date of death assuming there was no reason recorded 

in the organized information region, Read terms on or after death, or the free text. Provided that the reason for 

death was clear from the reported grouping of occasions did we acknowledge such expressions. 
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● Comparison with MetaMap 

 

Metamap is a natural language processing system that encodes free text using a variety of coding systems using 

the UMLS Metathesaurus. MetaMap's implementation of Chapman's Negex software detects negativity. For the 

Read/OXMIS keywords used by FMA, we utilized UMLS Datafile Builder 2011 for Linux to generate MetaMap 

lookup tables.We created an alternative MetaMap vocabulary called 'Full Read' using UMLS MetamorphoSys 

and the complete 'Clinical Terms Version 3 (CTV3) (Read Codes), 1999'. This vocabulary includes 

pharmacological names, procedures, anatomical phrases, and words that describe time and location in addition 

to diagnosis. 

  A complex medical event can be described using a variety of terminology that explain different elements, such 

as sep- arate phrases for cancer. Read histology, site, and grade words. GPs in the United Kingdom do not 

frequently categorize diagnoses with such great precision.  

We used MetaMap to analyze the 'generic' test set and manually assessed the findings, classifying the extracted 

phrases as accurate or incorrect using the same criteria used to evaluate FMA. We first tried out different 

MetaMap analysis options with the 'Read/OXMIS' vocabulary before settling on the best set of settings for 

testing MetaMap with the 'Full Read' vocabulary. In the Negex test set of 2376 pre-anonymized annotated 

sentences from clinical reports, we also tested FMA and MetaMap (Full Read) on negation detection. All of the 

analyses were done on the Linux version of MetaMap.
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            Figure 2 : Flowchart showing how the freetext matching algorithm analyses a text. 

5. RESULT ANALYSIS  

 

From the 1000 free text records, FMA precisely recuperated 650 positive and 57 negative Read/OXMIS 

phrases. The most well-known highlights among positive terms were 'past clinical history' (5%) and because 

of death' (2%), albeit 93 percent of terms had no particular characteristic 

allocated to them. The calculation had the option to consolidate the first Read term and the free text in 12 

texts (1 percent) to choose a term that was more unambiguous than GP's unique term; for instance, the term  

G581.00 'Left ventricular disappointment' with the text 'intense' was joined into G581000 'Intense left 

ventricular disappointment.' 
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Table 2 : Examples of free text associated with read terms analyzed by the freetext matching 

algorithm 

Analysis 

mode 

Read 

term 

Free 

text 

Structured output 

Standard 55...11 Angiography 
- CVS 

coronary severe triple vessel 
disease + 

Read G340.11 Triple vessel 
disease of the heart 

  impaired function  

Standard G20..00 Essential 
hypertension 

176/100 but only taking 
adoxa 4mg od not 

Systolic BP: 176, Diastolic 
BP: 100, Follow up: 

  bd as pw intended - increase 
to 4 mg bd, 

4 weeks, Read B46..00 
Malignant neoplasm of 

  pn recheck 4w please. 
otherwise isq but 

prostate 

  recent diagnosis ca prostate - 
seeing urol 1w 

 

  - reassured re treatability of 
this nowadays 

 

Standard 32...00 
Electrocardiography 

sinus bradycardia (58 bpm) 
nonspecific 

Read R059.00 [D]Sinus 
bradycardia, Pulse: 58 

  intraventricular conduction 
delay 

 

Standard 55...12 Angiogram ct did not show renal artery 

stenosis. 

Negative: Read P769000 

Renal artery stenosis 

Standard
, append 

G581.00 Left 
ventricular failure 

acute give lasix and o2 and 
admitted 

Read G581000 Acute left 
ventricular failure, 

   Read 8H3Z.00 Other 
hospital admission NOS 

Standard
, append 

14A4.00 H/O: 
myocardial infarct 

had an mi in 1996 Past medical history: Read 
G30..00 Acute 

 >60  myocardial infarction, date: 
year 1996 

Death 22J..12 Death found dead by family this 
afternoon, called 

Read 213100 [D]Found 
Dead, Time: 14:15, 

  ambulance, cd 1415 hrs, 
sudden death, rpt 

OXMIS T4002 SUDDEN 
DEATH 

  to coroner  

Labtest 42J..00 Neutrophil 
count 

original result: ’neutrophil 
count’ = 4.17 x109 

Lab result: 4.17 

  /l (1.5- 7. 5)  

Sicknote 9D2..00 MED5 - 
doctor’s special 

### 09/01/2007 1 month 
heart problems, 

Sickness certificate date: 9-
Jan-2007, duration: 

 stat. ### 1 month 

Examples of errors in interpretation of free text 

Standard 5853.11 Echocardiogram significant mitral regurg (no output; 
‘regurg’ not recognised as an 

abbreviation for ‘regurgitation’)

       Standard 33B9500 Exercise 
tolerance test 
abnormal 

pt exercised according to the 
bruce proto- col for 4 mins 
39secs. he developed chest 
discomfort during the test with 
very signifi- cant, >3mm, st 
depression in leads v4, 5 and 6 
and leads 2, 3 avf. ### 

Read R065600 [D]Chest 
discomfort, Read E2B..00 
Depressive disorder NEC 
(incorrect interpretation of ECG 
finding of ST segment 
depression
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Accuracy (positive prescient worth) was 91.5 percent (95% certainty span (CI) 88.3, 94.1) and review 

(awareness) was 77.4 percent (95% CI 73.2, 81.2) for positive determinations in the text, giving a F-score of 

0.84. 

 

 Table 3 : Performance of freetext matching algorithm and MetaMap on test sets 

Algorithm FMA FMA MetaMa

p 

MetaMa

p 

Vocabulary Read/OX

MIS 

Read/OX

MIS 

Read/OX

MIS 

Full 

Read 

Test set Death General General General 

Number of texts 1000 1000 1000 1000 

Number of words 7534 25981 25981 25981 

Positive diagnoses detected in free text 

True positives 683 346 286 273 

False positives 11 32 126 18 

False negatives 52 101 161 174 

Precision, % 98.4 

(97.2, 

99.2) 

91.5 

(88.3, 

94.1) 

69.4 

(64.7, 

73.8) 

93.8 

(90.4, 

96.3) 

Recall, % 92.9 

(90.8, 

94.7) 

77.4 

(73.2, 

81.2) 

64.0 

(59.3, 

68.4) 

61.1 

(56.4, 

65.6) 

F-score 0.96 0.84 0.67 0.74 

Strictly defined precision for positive diagnoses (best term and correct attribute) 

Number strictly 

correct 

625 315 260 247 

Precision strict, % 90.1 
(87.6, 
92.2) 

83.3 
(79.2, 
86.9) 

63.1 
(58.2, 
67.8) 

84.9 
(80.2, 
88.8) 

Precision of non-diagnosis positive concepts 

True positives 84 304 295 453 

False positives 2 22 55 41 

Precision, % 97.7 
(91.9, 
99.7) 

93.3 
(90.0, 
95.7) 

84.3 
(80.0, 
87.9) 

91.7 
(88.9, 
94.0) 

Overall precision of positive concepts detected (diagnostic and nondiagnostic) 

True positives 767 650 581 726 
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False positives 13 54 181 59 

Precision, % 98.3 
(97.2, 
99.1) 

92.3 
(90.1, 
94.2) 

76.2 
(73.1, 
79.2) 

92.5 
(90.4, 
94.2) 

Precision of negative concepts detected 

True positives 5 57 0 92 

False positives 5 18 0 33 

Precision, % 50.0 
(18.7, 
81.3) 

76.0 
(64.7, 
85.1) 

 73.6 
(65.0, 
81.1) 

Texts for which algorithm suggested a better Read term than the original term 

Percentage of texts 0 1.2 0.5 0.6 

 
Dates and 
durations 

    

True positives 115 95 

False positives 15 9 

False negative 25 21 

Precision, % 88.5 

(81.8, 

93.4) 

90.6 (83.3, 95.4) 

Recall, % 82.3 

(74.9, 

88.2) 

81.4 (73.1, 87.9) 

F-score 0.84 0.85 

Test results and quantitative measurements 

True positives 104 

False positives 10 

False negatives 17 

Precision, % 90.5 

(83.7, 

95.2) 

Recall, % 85.4 

(77.9, 

91.1) 

F-score 0.88 

Comparison of precision (positive predictive value) and recall (sensitivity) of the Free Text Matching 

Algorithm (FMA) and MetaMap against the gold standard 
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Peruse/OXMIS terms that didn't encode analysis (like history, assessment, and references) were likewise 

precisely recognized (93 percent ;95% CI 90, 95). The texts contained 118 dates and terms, of which the 

product effectively distinguished 96. half of the dates and lengths showed a subsequent span or date, while 

19% demonstrated the planning of an occasion coded by the past or following Read word. The accuracy was 

88 percent (95% certainty stretch: 82 to 93), the review was 82 percent (95% certainty span: 75 to 88), and 

the F-score was 0.85. 105 of the 123 experimental outcomes or quantitative measures in the text were precisely 

removed, including 8 heartbeat rate estimations. Accuracy was 90 percent (95% certainty stretch: 84 to 95), 

review was 85 percent (95% certainty span: 78 to 91), and the F-score was 0.88. 

 

 

Cause of death in 2001 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3 :  Source of cause of death information for deaths in 2001 
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Out of 3310 cases, the FMA and cause of death algorithm assigned an underlying cause of death to 1280. After 

a manual assessment of each patient's Read terms and free text, 2116 (64%) had a cause recorded, while 642 

patients (19%) had only the free text as their cause of death. 

 

Table 4 : Recording of cause of death the GPRD in a random sample of patients who died in 2001 

 
 

Source of cause of death     Number of patients         Percentage 

 

information  

MCCD 

information in 

87 2.6 

structured data 

area 

  

Read term on or 

after 

1178 35.5 

date of death   

Read term before 

date 

206 6.4 

of death   

MCCD 

information in 

81 2.4 

free text   

Free text stating 42 1.2 

cause of death   

Other free text 516 15.5 

No cause of death 1193 36.0 

information   

Total 333 99.6 

 

  When compared to the gold standard of manual inspection of the GPRD data, the cause of death algorithm 

identified an inaccurate cause for 124 patients. FMA with the cause of death algorithm had a recall (sensitivity) 

of 55 percent (95 percent CI 52, 57) and precision of 90 percent in identifying the correct underlying cause of 

death (95 percent CI 89, 92). However, the algorithm's recommended explanation for 56 of the 'errors' was in 

the correct ICD-10 chapter (for example, 'ischemic heart disease' rather than myocardial infarction'); 

consequently, the precision for identifying the correct ICD-10 chapter was 95 percent (95 percent CI 93, 96). 
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 Comparison with MetaMap  

 

MetaMap's performance was dependent on the source vocabulary used; with the same Read/OXMIS terms 

as FMA and no additional synonyms, it had precision of only 69 percent and recall of only 6 percent for 

positive diagnoses, respectively. However, when the Full Read vocabulary was used, precision was 

comparable to FMA (94 %) and recall was 61 percent. Because several short and common abbreviations (such 

as 'MI' for myocardial infarction) were not recognized by MetaMap, recall was low. Both FMA and MetaMap 

retrieved and assigned negation status for terms from 1035 test sentences using the Negex test set, with both 

algorithms correct in 979 cases, both wrong in 12, FMA wrong and MetaMap right in 28, and MetaMap wrong 

and FMA right in 16. On the discordant pairings, a matched analysis with McNemar's . 

The test yielded a P value of 0.096, suggesting that the difference is not statistically significant. 

 

 Scope of Future Research 

 

 Feature that would be desirable is for the algorithm to report its level of confidence in the terms chosen. 

Terms may now be removed from the output if the text has aspects that make the diagnosis uncertain, such as 

acronyms that can be construed in multiple ways. It may be beneficial to alter the confidence level by task; 

for example, text identification for manual review demands good recall but not precision. Because it is more 

productive to promote this project through an open source collaborative method, both for development and to 

reduce deployment costs, I have licenced our present code under the GNU General Public License. 

 

6. CONCLUSION  

 

We have developed a program to extract coded information including causes of death and other diagnoses 

from free text in electronic patient records. It reduces the need for anonymization of free text and facilitates 

the use of these data in research. With further development, it is also likely to be useful in clinical applications 

such as assisted coding.The 'Free Text Matching Algorithm,' a progressive PC calculation, can encode 93% 

of analyses in free text related with Read words for death in GPRD, and has more than 90% accuracy on a 

scope of free text sorts in GPRD. It might make it more straightforward to investigate using English electronic 

wellbeing record information bases by disposing of the requirement for tedious human assessment of free text. 

 

  FMA performed much the same way to MetaMap in separating analyze from clinical setting up in persistent 

accounts, however MetaMap is to a greater extent relevant to removing data from different sorts of biomedical 

text. In data set examinations, it is regularly important to involve the free text to forestall missing cases, for 

example, demise inferable from a specific reason. Analysts should use the reason for death as revealed in 

GPRD for rehearses not associated with reason for death information in GPRD, earlier years, or on the other 

hand if a patient bites the dust abroad. The reason for death was placed in the free text instead of as a Read 

word in almost 20% of fatalities in the GPRD in 2001, If the extent is like earlier years, we can anticipate that 

30,000 patients have just the free text as their explanation of death. The FMA can likewise extricate significant 

data from death enrollment information, like timing and abruptness. 
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